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INTRODUCING 
ALUFOLD
The Aluhaus family group of products are
made from premium aluminium components
coupled with purpose designed engineering
hardware that when combined deliver
exceptional cosmetic appeal supported by
precision engineering. 

Whether it be an Aluhaus Alufold, Aluframe or
Aludoor, all have the same engineering
pedigree that seemlessly match with each
other when installed either in a consumer
home or lifestyle setting. 

With over three years’ development taking 
the very best of what was on offer in the UK 
bifold market, a new Alufold bifolding door 
from Aluhaus has the very latest security  
features, child friendly and cosmetic  
enhancements that once installed delivers a 
premium visual effect that others are unable 
to match.



THE ULTIMATE BIFOLDING DOOR 
FROM ALUHAUS
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BUILT WITH A REVOLUTIONARY  
THERMAL CORE AT ITS HEART
Strong and secure, WarmCore doors come with
class-leading security built-in, backed by a
comprehensive 10 year product guarantee,
reinforced by the ERA Five Star security
guarantee. 

Inwards or outwards opening doors up to 6m wide,
with as many as 7 opening sashes glide along
custom designed tracks. A wealth of colour,
style and configuration options help you choose the
perfect warm, secure and beautiful Aluhaus door for
your home.
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WARMCORE TECHNOLOGY 
ALUFOLD PERFORMANCE
Built around a belief that beauty doesn’t have to
compromise performance, WarmCore aluminium
folding sliding doors were created out of an  
ambition  to combine the desirability and  
durability of aluminium with unparallelled  
insulation. The WarmCore doors are 25% more 
thermally efficient than traditional aluminium  
systems.

     

    

     

 

 

Warmcore is a high quality aluminium folding 

sliding door sdtion with peerless thermal 

performance that ensures end-user comfort, all 

year round. From inception this revolutionary 

new window system was designed to be as 

thermally-efficient as possible. 

 

We’ve taken Warmcore and added a number of 

improvements to make the Alufold bifold door 

probably the best on the market.
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SafeTrack SoftSeal

AntiRack UltraSash

Brushed Satin 
Steel Handles

Fusion GRAF 
Welding

Mitred Outer  
Frame

RAL Matching 
Hardware

8 REASONS TO CHOOSE AN  
ALUFOLD BIFOLD DOOR
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CHOOSE ALUFOLD

We’ve taken the best bifold door technology and  
improved it to present to you the Alufold  aluminium 
bifold door.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES

COSMETIC ADVANCES
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SAFETRACK
A captive pivot roller mechanism delivering a safer sliding operation 

SafeTrack has been specially designed by Aluhaus to keep all bifolds
in the opening or closing motion, secure by having the top and bottom
sliding mechanisms safely encaptured inside the running aluminium track.   
This eliminates derailing and any track jump that can affect some bifolds.

Delivers equal door leaf alignment on all doors when in the open position

Aluhaus recognised that when manufacturing large bifold doors,
specifically widths in excess of one metre, that to eliminate the bifold doors 
from separating in the open position, making the doors fold unevenly, a  
manufacturing solution was required to keep the doors perfectly aligned.  
Thus AntiRack was born.

ANTIRACK
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SOFTSEAL
Child friendly door seals “no finger traps” for added safety

Aluhaus have designed a bespoke weather seal for all of its bifolds that is 
not only RAL colour matched but is also made from memory foam called 
Qlon. The benefit in using Qlon over a traditional gasket seal is that it retains 
its shape for the lifetime of the product, keeping the performance of the 
weather seals as good as the day they were fitted.

ULTRASASH
Max 1250mm width door leaves delivering greater glass sightlines

In the retail race for homeowners to have expansive glass openings with  
unrestricted views, smaller width bifold door leaves can become unsightly when 
homeowners want modern, contemporary living. 

Aluhaus designed UltraSash to facilitate maximum 1250mm width door leaves so 
that the homeowner can achieve unrestricted views in their modern contemporary 
design ambitions.
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FUSION GRAF WELDING RAL MATCHING HARDWARE  
& WEATHER SEALS

Creates seamless sash joints when welding aluminium

Traditionally manufactured aluminium is made by mechanically jointing all  
mitred sections by using cleats and liquid adhesion between the joints.   
Because this is a hand manufactured operation, precision joints and seamless 
finishes can become inconsistent.  Aluhaus have invested in the latest fusion 
welding technology to manufacture all of its aluminium products with  
machinery where joints are fully welded to create precision corners with a near 
seamless finish on all corners consistently through automation.

Seamless finish and matching colours for personalisation

All Aluhaus manufactured products have new hardware and Qlon weather seals 
that have been specifically designed for them to create a seamless finish when 
fitted on all our products, delivering visual harmony either inside or outside, to 
support the homeowner’s colour choice through RAL matching.
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MITRED OUTER FRAME BRUSHED SATIN STEEL HANDLES
Seamless mitred finish on outer frame for better installation

Aluhaus manufacture all of its bifold doors with a fully mitred outer frame rather
than conventional non mitred finish. The advantages of doing this are two-fold.
Principally, it creates a superior cosmetic appearance for homeowners post  
installation and secondly, all our Alu-Partners partners can install colour  
matching cloaking trims around the perimeter of the door without any  
obstructions that conventional Warmcore doors can suffer from. Thus giving the 
homeowner a precision finished installation. 

A choice of two brushed stainless steel effect finish handles

Aluhaus are the only Warmcore manufacturer to offer both a one-piece
brushed satin steel effect handle, as well as the more modern contemporary
design of a separate handle and escutcheon plate, again in brushed satin 
steel-effect finish.



Then choose from our 42 colour options by creating your solid or dual colour 
bifold door designs to suit your modern contemporary aspirations.

CHOOSE FROM 7 PREMIUM RAL COLOURS TO FIT IN WITH YOUR HOME 

YOUR DOOR YOUR WAY

SLATE GREY
RAL 7015

ANTHRACITE GREY
RAL 7016

BLACK GREY
RAL 7021

SLATE GREY
RAL 7015
LIGHT IVORY
RAL 1015

SIGNAL WHITE
RAL 9003

LIGHT IVORY
RAL 1015

PEBBLE GREY
RAL 7032

STONE GREY 
RAL 7030
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THRESHOLD OPTIONS
WarmCore doors come with a range of threshold options, including 
ultra low Part M compliant aluminium thresholds that help avoid trip hazards. 
Alternatively if you have a step down from your door opening a choice of sills is also available.  
Configurability is key and you can be confident that WarmCore has the right option for your home.

1. .Standard outer frame   2. 120mm Integrated sill   3. 150mm sill    4. Part M low threshold
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Thermal performance

ALUFOLD, THE WARMER CHOICE 
THAT SAVES YOU MONEY
The traditional weakness of aluminium doors has
been the aluminium itself.  A beautifully strong
and hard-wearing material, aluminium is a good
conductor of energy. The warmth from your home 
finds an easy path outwards, leaving you colder and 
with higher heating bills. Most aluminium folding 
sliding doors try to overcome this inherent weakness 
by replacing a section of aluminium with a small 
thermal break of less conductive material to
lessen this heat loss.

Aluhaus took a different approach. From inception 
this revolutionary folding sliding door was designed 
to be as thermally-efficient as possible. Built around 
a full width thermal core - maximising the use of low
conductive material - Alufold is 25% more efficient at
keeping heat in your home than traditional  
aluminium doors. Yet it doesn’t compromise 
strength, as the outer faces of the profile are made 
from high grade aluminium, positioned to add the 
greatest structural rigidity.

Traditional aluminium 
folding sliding doors*

* Data correct at time of publication. Based on nine UK aluminium double glazed folding sliding doors with the following U-Values: 1.94, 1.87, 1.85, 1.84, 1.83, 1.83, 1.81, 1.77, 1.76

U 1.8 W/m2K
Current Building Regulations Part L 
requirements for replacement doors

U-Values explained 

A U-Value is basically a measure of heat loss through a structural element. 
It is calculated on the rate at which heat transfers through 1 square metre of 
a structure and is stated in W/m2K. U-Values are used by the construction 
industry to compare the thermal performance of different materials and 
products.

WORST 
PERFORMING 

>

>

U 1.0

U 1.4
Double Glazed

Triple Glazed

U 0.8

BEST 
PERFORMING 
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STRONG  CONSTRUCTION BUILT 
FOR UNPARALLELED SECURITY
From the unique 5 point lock, designed to run the
full length of the door sash, to the high strength
hinges and rollers, each element of the Alufold door
combines to ensure optimum security.

Alufold’s aluminium construction, custom-made
roller assemblies - sitting deep within the top and
bottom tracks - and extruded aluminium hinges,
make them inherently strong and secure.  Added
security features such as integral dog bolts, bind
the door sashes together when closed, protecting
against forced entry.

A custom designed door lock, available on no other
door system, uses a 5 point locking system with 3
opposed hook locks and twin shoot bolts - that
engage fully into the aluminium top and bottom
tracks - helping keep you and your family safe and
secure.

Every Alufold door is independently certified to
PAS24:2012, the benchmark in enhanced security
performance requirements for doorsets and
windows in the UK.

For added peace of mind choose the optional laminate 
glass upgrade – giving Alufold doors Secured by Design 

accreditation - the official UK Police initiative ‘designing 
out crime’ through physical security.
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10 YEAR COMPREHENSIVE GUARANTEE AS STANDARD
From the anodised finish of the hardware -  
suitable for coastal use - to the 60-80 micron 
powder coat finish on the aluminium (marine 
grade is 40 microns thick),  Alufold folding  
sliding doors have been designed to stand the 
test of time. 

All fixings used are stainless steel  - chosen to
resist corrosion  - and tough extruded  
aluminium hinges, along with the quad-
wheeled track rollers, are precision-engineered 
to perform consistently every single time, year 
on year.

In keeping with this attention to quality,  Alufold 
doors carry a comprehensive 10 year guarantee 
- covering materials, surface finish and  
operation. So you can feel confident in your 
decision to add Alufold folding sliding doors to 
your home.
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MANUFACTURED USING 
THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY

Our manufacturing facility has been designed solely  to 
manufacture premium aluminium products with state of 
the art  machinery, fully automated so every product that 
is manufactured is made to the same consistant and  
exacting tolerances.

Aluhaus have invested in the latest CNC machinery to  
ensure accuracy in its manufacturing process whilst also 
investing heavily in GRAF welding technology so that all 
welded aluminium corners are precision made to deliver 
seamless joints every time.

Aluhaus manufacture our Alufold  
aluminium bifold doors at our home 
in Nottingham
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LIKE ALUFOLD?  CHOOSE ALUFRAME 
THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR YOUR  
ALUMINIUM WINDOWS
Take a look at our Aluframe brochure to view 
our superb range of aluminium windows

www.alu-haus.co.uk/brochures
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http://www.alu-haus.co.uk/brochures
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POSSIBLY THE BEST 
BIFOLD DOOR ON 

THE MARKET

Vist our gallery at www.alu-haus.co.uk/gallery

For more information on our products, fitting 
and specifications please visit our website at: 
www.alu-haus.co.uk

AluminiumBifoldDoors

http://www.alu-haus.co.uk/gallery
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www.alu-haus.co.uk

41 Evelyn Street 
Beeston

Nottingham
NG9 2EU

sales@alu-haus.co.uk
0115 8384747

http://www.alu-haus.co.uk

